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Abstract  
Background 
The availability of large repositories for microarray data such as NCBI GEO makes 
analysis across the entire set of available experiments an attractive prospect. However, 
large scale comparison of expression levels from microarrays is hindered by quality 
control, technology differences, and a lack of standardized inter- and intra- platform 
normalization procedures. This study proposes a simple, platform-wide, normalization 
scheme based on sample cumulative distributions and analyzes the implications of this 
renormalization for downstream analysis. We also show that platform-wide binormalization 
after renormalization is an effective method for removing intrinsic background correlation. 

Results 
We downloaded all available samples for 18 most frequently used oligonucleotide 
platforms from NCBI GEO and calculated the large-scale statistical properties of the 
samples. A total of 57,933 unique microarray samples from 2,715 series were included in 
the study.  
 
By careful examination of the over-plotted sample cumulative distribution functions 
(CDFs), we were able to empirically distinguish the normalization properties of the samples 
without reference to sample meta-data. We found specific CDF signatures for outliers, log-
transformed expression, raw expression, and values reported as ratios. We used these 
characteristics to automatically convert raw expression to log-transformed expression and 
to eliminate all other types of samples. The renormalization resulted in test corpus of 
45,847 unique samples from 2,423 series. 
 
As an illustration of the usefulness of a platform-wide context for analysis, we examined 
several methods for computing sample correlation. We showed that platform-wide 
binormalization preserved expected correlation relations in the MicroArray Quality Control 
(MAQC) titration data, which contains replicates of titrated mixtures over multiple sites. 
The results suggest that platform-wide binormalization is a useful method of removing 
intrinsic background correlation without destroying actual data relationships. We also 
examined how normalization affected the performance of various metrics for differential 
expression in a cross-platform study of breast cancer. 

Conclusions 
The empirical CDF renormalization approach proposed in this paper allows microarray 
samples to be renormalized on a platform-wide scale, providing a context for examining 
sample characteristics such as differential expression and correlation. Researchers can use 
simple CDF signatures to detect outliers and determine the sample’s normalization type. An 
additional platform-wide binormalization step improves correlation relationships, making it 
a useful pre-processing step for subsequent clustering or classification. This work 
demonstrates the feasibility of large-scale, automatic intra- and inter- platform 
renormalization in heterogeneous collections of microarrays. 
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Background  
Microarrays form a core technology for the analysis of gene expression levels and have 
provided fundamental insights about the influence of genetic and environment factors on 
the operation of an organism. Considerable effort has been expended in assembling public 
databases of microarray samples to allow comparison of experimental results across 
laboratories and to facilitate additional data mining of relationships on a large scale. GEO 
(Gene Expression Omnibus), a member of the NCBI suite of databases, is an example of 
such a large-scale database [1].  
 
In NCBI GEO terminology, each unique type of microarray technology is called a platform 
(GPL). The set of measurements made on a single chip is called a sample (GSM). A series 
(GSE) is a collection of samples that are reported as part of a scientific experiment. Series 
are not curated and may consist of samples from many platforms. A dataset (GDS) is a 
series or portion of a series that has been manually curated by NCBI. Datasets have control 
variables and additional metadata that allow NCBI GEO to display differential expression 
with respect to the controls. This paper follows the NCBI terminology: a series represents 
an uncurated group of experimentally related samples. 
 
As of this writing, a majority of the series in NCBI are not curated and normalization is not 
standardized even across datasets. Furthermore, a significant portion of the samples in 
NCBI have been transformed by additional data processing. Information about the data-
processing is typically incomplete, and the raw sample data is often not available. Lack of 
standardization is an obstacle for large scale data-mining of microarrays, although 
promising results have been obtained on large, manually-assembled subsets of samples. 
 
One approach to comparison of data across laboratories is meta-analysis [2, 3]. Meta-
analysis has a firm statistical footing, but requires datasets with comparable control 
variables. Other large-scale comparison approaches are also possible.  
 
Huttenhower et al. [4] compared five methods of data integration: concatenation, statistical 
meta-analysis, log-likelihood correlation, Bayesian, and Bayesian integrated with 
functional context (MEFIT) using a large, manually-assembled set of microarrays for S. 
cerevisiae.  The concatenation method simply normalizes each microarray dataset or series 
by subtracting its mean and dividing by the standard deviation. Individual genes are 
normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of that gene’s 
expression values. Pairwise gene correlations are then computed. Huttenhower et al. tested 
the predictive power of the five methods for discovering pairwise functional relationships. 
Of the 110 biological functions tested, MEFIT performed at least 5% better on 54 functions 
and at least 5% worse on 2 functions. A surprising result of their study was the relative 
competitiveness of naïve concatenation, which unlike the Bayesian and MEFIT techniques, 
incorporated no additional training information from the GO (Gene Ontology) database. 
The concatenation method performed badly in the case of very high correlations. This 
failure was attributed to the large errors that occurred when only a few samples contained 
values. (The study treated raw expression values that were less than 2 as missing.) 
 
Another step in the direction of large-scale data analysis is the GS-LAGE server [5]. Yoon 
et al. demonstrate the effectiveness of cross-experiment normalization by comparing results 
from 73 NCBI GEO datasets from platform GPL91. GS-LAGE uses a two-step 
normalization procedure. The first step normalizes each sample by subtracting the sample 
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mean and dividing by the sample deviation. The second stage calculates the mean of each 
gene across the samples and divides by the gene standard deviation. This procedure results 
in a delta measure of differential expression that appears to improve the reliability of 
predictions for genes that are moderately expressed. A stated assumption in this study is 
that the submitted data is the normalized signal count (log2 of the difference between the 
signal and the background). This assumption was fulfilled for the test set selected, but not 
for the entire collection of samples available in NCBI GEO for the GPL91 platform. 
 
Many techniques use gene correlations within individual series or datasets to select 
appropriate datasets for comparison. The SPELL web tool uses this approach to find 
relevant datasets for particular groupings of genes [6]. SPELL transforms each individual 
series using SVD (singular value decomposition) and calculates the correlations using the 
left singular matrices rather than the original data. Such rebalancing enhances patterns. 
Hibbs et al. created a compendium of 117 series consisting of 2394 array samples from S. 
cerevisiae. They evaluated the ability of SPELL to reconstruct a known pathway from a 
subset of pathway genes and found dramatic improvements in average precision over 
Pearson correlation. 
 
Another example of an integrative approach within datasets is the second order expression 
analysis introduced by Zhou et al. [7]. Integrative array analysis computes the leave-one-
out Pearson correlation within each series for pairs of genes from the same functional 
category. These series pair correlations are then combined into a vector for further analysis. 
Zhou et al. computed correlations of the combined vectors to determine quadruplets of 
functionally related genes. They applied second order analysis to 618 samples from 39 
series in yeast to determine functionally related modules.  
 
Huang et al. [8] applied an integrative analysis to 1105 samples from 65 series in human. 
Each series was modelled as a relationship graph with edges corresponding to gene pairs 
whose leave-one-out Pearson correlation exceeded a threshold. The recurrent subgraphs of 
these series were extracted using a biclustering algorithm based on simulated annealing. 
 
A number of studies have looked at the reproducibility of results in microarray experiments 
and the effect of normalization on this reproducibility. Bolsted et al. [9] compared three 
normalization methods using two publicly available data sets and found that quantile 
normalization, a simple complete data method, compared favorably with more complicated 
methods. Quantile normalization assumes that the data to be simultaneously normalized is 
statistically comparable. Such similarity might hold for an experiment in which each 
sample has been subjected to the same experimental conditions and data processing, but 
these assumptions are not necessarily true on a platform-wide basis. 
 
The MicroArray Quality Control (MAQC) project has recently provided a large-scale 
testbed for normalization and reproducibility studies [10, 11, 12]. The MAQC titration 
datasets consist of gene expression levels from four mixtures of two commercially available 
RNA samples (Universal Human Reference RNA and Human Brain Reference RNA). Five 
replicates of these mixtures were evaluated at three test sites on seven different microarray 
platforms. The study showed a high degree of reproducibility among replicas and 
concluded that using differential expression rather than statistical significance provided 
better agreement across platforms. MACQ has deposited both normalized and raw 
expression data as GSE5350 in NCBI GEO, allowing researchers to apply their own 
normalization and analysis to this data. 
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In keeping with its mission of providing flexibility and encompassing as many samples as 
possible, NCBI GEO imposes few requirements on researchers with respect to format, 
normalization or documentation of samples that are deposited. Sample data has only two 
required fields, the ID and the Value. ID specifies the correspondence between Value and 
probes in the platform specification. Value may represent raw expression levels, normalized 
expression, fold changes, p values, or even present/absent call values. NCBI GEO imposes 
no requirement on how the Value field is documented.  
 
The unstructured nature of the Value field description is a barrier to automatic, large-scale 
data mining. We found that the description of the Value field varies from specific 
information about normalization, to just the word “value”, to a description of the 
experimental condition. In some cases, the description of the Value field is blank. NCBI 
GEO also provides an optional Data Processing field, but this field is not widely used, and 
descriptions of normalization are also not standardized.  
 
Most platform normalization research assumes that the sample values are either given in 
raw or log-transformed form. In practice, hand-curation of the samples is used to reject 
outlier samples and to determine when to apply a log2 transformation.  
 
Another difficulty with uncurated data is that a small number of values can skew the 
results. For example, one sample from GPL1261 had a single value of 10+11. This value 
caused the sample mean to be an order of magnitude larger than that of other samples. 
When contacted, the depositor of this sample indicated that the value should have been 
10−11. A number of other samples from the 18 platforms in this study are clear outliers, so 
simple, standardized criteria for outlier detection would be useful.  
 
This study assesses the statistical characteristics of microarray data on a platform-wide 
basis and uses these characteristics to develop a basic renormalization technique for 
automatically extracting comparable samples. We hope that as a result of this work 
platform-wide automatic renormalization will be done on a larger scale than is currently 
being done and that these techniques will allow researchers to better assess the quality of 
individual samples and series.  
 

Results  
Extraction and initial evaluation of data quality 
During the week of September 13, 2007 we downloaded all samples from the 18 
oligonucleotide-based platforms represented in the 25 most common platforms of the NCBI 
GEO database. Table 1 shows the 18 platforms and their respective ranking in GEO. The 
16 in situ platforms are manufactured by Affymetrix. Platform 1820 is a custom 
commercial chip from Amersham Biosciences, and platform GPL2510 is manufactured by 
Agilent. All samples are single-channel, and most expression values are therefore not 
reported as ratios. A total of 57,933 unique microarray samples from 2,715 series were 
included in the study.  

Initial normalization and evaluation of sample CDFs 
We scaled each sample by subtracting the sample mean and dividing by the sample 
standard deviation. Many normalization schemes assume that the sample distributions are 
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comparable after this scaling. However, the over-plots of the scaled sample cumulative 
probability distributions (CDFs) reveal that is not the case. 
 
Fig. 1A shows the scaled sample CDFs for platform GPL72 (Affymetrix GeneChip 
Drosophila Genome Array DrosGenome1). GPL72, which has 780 unique samples and 65 
series, is the 25th most common microarray platform in the NCBI GEO database. Two 
characteristic forms for the sample CDF are apparent. The sample CDFs displayed in black 
have undergone a log-equivalent transformation, while the samples displayed in blue (Raw) 
have not.  
 
A few samples in Fig. 1A have been designated as outliers. The CDFs plotted in magenta 
represent samples whose standard deviation is more than 20 times larger than their 10% 
trimmed standard deviation (STD outliers). Samples of this type have very steeply rising 
CDFs and generally contain extreme expression values such as the example given in the 
Background section.  
 
The samples plotted in green have relatively large jumps in their CDFs for expression 
values in the range [−0.5, 0.5]. Samples with this type of distribution should also be 
excluded from normalization studies because they lack the smoothness properties of 
continuous probability distributions. These discontinuities interfere with renormalization 
and correlation calculations. We refer to these outliers as CDF discontinuity outliers. 
 
Some studies combine samples across multiple series, while others analyze behavior within 
individual series and combine results using meta-analysis or other statistical techniques. 
Fig. 1B shows the scaled series CDFs for platform GPL72. These curves were obtained by 
treating the data for each series as a single distribution and computing its CDF. Notice that 
the series CDFs appear to have characteristics similar, but not identical, to the samples.   
 
Fig. 1C and Fig. 1D show the corresponding CDF plots for platform GPL570 (Affymetrix 
GeneChip Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array). This platform, which was used in the 
MAQC study, has 9194 unique samples and 270 series. The sample CDFs for platform 
GPL570 have characteristics similar to those of platform GPL72, and the same color 
scheme is used to designate the different types of CDFs. The curves shown in red 
correspond to CDF range outliers, which are explained below. Similar plots for the other 
platforms are provided in the supplementary materials. 
 
The over-plotted CDFs of Fig. 1 clearly show that there are two distinct types of samples 
(black and blue). After extensive analysis of individual samples, we concluded that these 
sample classes are distinguished by whether or not a log-type transformation has been 
applied. Raw-type (blue) samples have mostly positive values, with sample means that are 
smaller than their sample standard deviations. Most values below the mean are within one 
standard deviation of the mean. The probability density function (PDF) for a Raw-type 
sample has a very long tail for positive expression values. In terms of scaled sample CDFs, 
CDF(−1) is small and CDF(0) is greater than 0.7 (the 70th percentile) for Raw-type samples. 
In contrast, Log-type (black) samples are approximately centered at 0 and are nearly linear 
for expression values within one standard deviation of the mean.  
 
We have developed a simple CDF range test that effectively distinguishes Raw-type and 
Log-type CDFs across all 18 platforms: a Raw-type CDF satisfies CDF(−1) < 0.025 and 
CDF(0) > 0.7, while a Log-type CDF satisfies CDF(−1) > 0.025 and CDF(0) < 0.7.  
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Fig. 1 represents the CDF range test by a light grey background box. Raw-type (blue) CDFs 
enter the range box from the bottom and leave from the top. Log-type (black) CDFs enter 
the range box from the left side and leave from the right side. The curves plotted in red 
correspond to CDFs that fail one of the range tests. In Fig. 1C, the red CDFs enter from the 
bottom and leave from the right of the range box, indicating that fewer than the expected 
number of expression values lie below the mean.  This type of CDF can occur in data with 
a significant number of absent or very small values that have been arbitrarily assigned to a 
threshold value prior to log transformation. GPL72 has no CDFs of this type. 
 
Fig 2A and Fig. 2B plot CDF(−1) versus CDF(0) for platforms GPL72 and GPL570, 
respectively. The dots represent samples, while the open circles represent series. The figure 
uses the same color scheme as Fig. 1. CDF(−1) versus CDF(0)  can be interpreted as the 
scaled rank of the expression value one standard deviation below the mean versus the 
scaled rank of the mean expression. The blue samples (Raw-type) are clearly separated 
from the black samples (Log-type) in this range plot. Viewing the data in this way provides 
a clear picture of how the expression distributions vary over the entire platform.  
 
Notice that the Log-type sample points of GPL72 appear to be close to at least one series. 
This is not the case for GPL570, which suggests that some samples from platform GPL570 
are not comparable to the other samples within their series. This difference is an important 
consideration for analysis strategies that look at correlations of gene expression profiles or 
other measures of similarity within series.  
 
Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B plot CDF(−1) versus CDF(0) for samples and series, respectively, 
across all 18 platforms. The plots reveal a well-defined relationship with the exception of 
the large clump of samples in the lower left that are circled in light gray. This clump 
corresponds to GPL2510, a non-commercial platform entitled Rosetta/Merck (C57BL/6J X 
C3H/HeJ) F2 on ApoE null backgrounds 75K oligio array 1.  
 
Fig. 4 shows the CDF over-plot for platform GPL2510, with the range plot as an inset for 
reference. This platform has 1195 unique samples in 8 series. CDF(0) is around the 50th 
percentile for most samples. Furthermore, the CDF curves are linear only for scaled 
expression in the range [−0.5, 0.5], rather than in a more typical [−1, 1] range found in the 
other platforms. A closer examination revealed that the values for this platform were 
reported as ratios of two channels and were not single-channel measurements. 

Analysis of outliers in original data 
Three types of outlier samples have been identified so far: STD outliers, CDF discontinuity 
outliers and CDF range outliers. Recall that STD outliers (magneta) have a standard 
deviation that is 20 times larger than the 10% trimmed standard deviation. CDF 
discontinuity outliers (green) have jumps in expression level or in cumulative probability 
that exceed a threshold, indicating a non-continuous probability distribution. Finally, CDF 
range outliers (red) either enter the range box from the bottom and leave from the right 
side, or enter from the left side and leave from the top.  
 
Table 2 shows the total number of samples and series for each platform along with the 
number of samples of each type. Of the 57,933 samples, 76% of the samples are Raw-type 
and 21% are Log-type. The shaded columns show the series types when each series is 
treated as a single data set. Of the 2715 series, 86% are classified as Raw-type and 10% are 
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classified as Log-type. The remaining samples and series are classified as outliers of 
various types. 

Renormalization of raw samples 
The unambiguous distinction of Raw-type samples presented in the previous section 
suggests a simple renormalization strategy: apply a log2 transformation to those samples 
that are classified as Raw-type prior to scaling. Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B show the scaled 
renormalized CDFs for platforms GPL72 and GPL570, respectively. GPL72 originally had 
557 samples that were classified as Raw-type. After the log transformation, all of these 
samples became Log-type and no additional outliers were produced. Similarly, GPL570 had 
7535 samples that were originally classified as Raw-type. After the log2 transformation, 32 
of these samples were classified as CDF range outliers, and the remaining 7503 samples 
were Log-type. Fig. 5C and 5D show the effect of subsequent matching and 
binormalization steps, which are explained later.  
 
Table 3 shows the distribution of sample types after a log2 transformation is applied to the 
samples that were originally classified as Raw-type. After transformation, only 22 of the 
57,933 samples still meet the range criteria for Raw-type samples. These samples are 
treated as outliers. Fig. 6A and Fig. 6B show the sample and series plots of CDF(−1) versus 
CDF(0) for all 18 platforms after renormalization. These plots show that the clear 
separation of Log-type samples is maintained after renormalization. Fig. 6C and Fig. 6D 
show the effect of subsequent matching and binormalization steps, which are explained 
later. 
 
In all, 55,796 renormalized samples are Log-type. Furthermore, 2,423 renormalized series 
have total data distributions of Log-type. However, there is no guarantee that the total 
distribution of a series has similar statistical properties to all of its individual samples, 
particularly since samples may appear in multiple series. Because many analyses strategies 
(e.g., [4, 6, 7, 8]) analyze individual series and synthesize the results using meta analysis or 
a summary metric, we felt that it was important to exclude series whose samples were 
statistically dissimilar.  
 
Table 4 shows the breakdown of Log-type series whose samples are all of Log-type. We 
refer to these series as being Matched, which is an indicator of the similarity between the 
overall series distribution and the distributions of the individual samples within the series. 
A Matched sample is a Log-type sample that appears in at least one Matched series. 
Samples may appear in multiple series, so we don’t require that all series in which a sample 
appears be matched. In subsequent analysis we extract Matched samples that are classified 
as Log-type after renormalization. We refer to these Matched samples and their 
corresponding Matched series as RML (Renormalized Matched Log) data. We use RML 
data for the remaining analysis of this paper. A total of 45,847 unique RML samples appear 
in 2,389 RML series. 

Intra- and inter- series sample correlations 
The Pearson correlation is a common way of assessing data similarity. Fig. 7A shows the 
distribution of sample Pearson correlation for platform GPL570 after renormalization and 
scaling.  Red represents correlation probability for samples within the same series (intra-
series) and black represents the correlation probability for samples not in the same series 
(inter-series). Stacking (plotting above on the same graph rather than behind or beside) is 
used to emphasize the difference in the probability distributions. The number of inter-series 
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correlation pairs is far greater than the number of intra-series pairs, but the areas 
corresponding to the two types (black and red, respectively) have been scaled to represent 
probabilities, and are hence comparable. The total correlation pair distribution is visually 
indistinguishable from the inter-series distribution. 
 
Several interesting features are apparent from the GPL570 histogram. Very few samples 
have zero correlation. The average correlation for the inter-series data is 0.67, while the 
average correlation for the intra-series data is 0.85. The intra-series pairs appear to fall into 
four distinct categories: pairs with zero correlation, pairs with correlation distribution that is 
similar to the inter-series distribution, pairs that are highly correlated, and pairs that are 
very highly correlated. Very few pairs from either distribution have negative correlation. 
 
Fig. 7B shows the histogram obtained by combining the inter-series and intra-series 
correlations over all 18 platforms. The distribution shows characteristics similar to those of 
platform GPL570. However, individual platforms can vary quite significantly in their 
correlation distribution, as illustrated by the inset of Fig. 7B showing the distribution for 
GPL72. GPL72 has two peaks in the inter-series distribution, and its intra-series 
distribution is much more skewed towards very high correlations.  

Binormalization  
In order to obtain insight into the source of the background sample correlation, we 
investigated the KL decomposition [13] of the RML data. The matrix of Pearson 
correlations is proportional to the matrix whose eigenvectors are the KL sample modes (or 
left singular vectors of the singular value decomposition). For this reason, we expect that 
the KL sample modes, which capture the maximum variance in the space of sample vectors, 
should reflect the source of the underlying correlation. An examination of the KL 
decomposition showed that 96% of the sample energy was captured by the first KL mode, 
and that this mode was a vector whose entries were nearly equal.  
 
This result suggested that the background correlation might be reduced by centering the 
sample vectors (subtracting the row average). We centered the samples by subtracting the 
average of the samples (the row average). The results improved and the sample average 
correlation was reduced. The first KL mode was still characterized by equal energy in all 
coordinates, which now only captured approximately 70% of the energy. However, now the 
samples no longer had zero mean and unit standard deviation.  
 
To address this issue, we devised an iterative normalization procedure of successively 
removing the row and column average from the matrix and rescaling until a convergence 
point was reached. Geometrically, this corresponds to iteratively removing the portion of 
the sample vector in the direction of the unit vector [1/n, 1/n, … , 1/n] and then re-centering 
the vectors by moving the origin. Here n is the length of a sample vector. At each stage, we 
rescale the data so that its row and column standard deviations are 1 to prevent collapse of 
the data onto the origin.  This binormalization strategy is similar to that used in some 
approaches to bi-clustering [14]. Additional details are presented in the Methods section 
and supplementary material.  We refer to RML data that has been binormalized as RMLBi 
data. 
 
The effect of matching and binormalization on producing a collection of comparable CDFs 
for a platform is shown in Fig. 5C and Fig. 5D for platforms GPL72 and GPL570, 
respectively. Outliers and non-matched samples and series have been removed. For GPL72, 
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753 of the 780 unique samples and 58 of the 65 series are included. For GPL570, 6087 of 
the 9194 unique samples and 229 of the 270 series are included (RML data). 
Binormalization further brings the CDFs of these samples into alignment. Furthermore, the 
structure of the CDFs for the two platforms is quite similar. Binormalization is similarly 
effective for all platforms as shown by the supplementary figures.  
 
The alignment of the RMLBi CDFs holds across platforms as demonstrated by the inter-
platform CDF range plots shown for samples and series in Fig. 6C and Fig. 6D, 
respectively. The points are surprisingly well clustered, even for GPL2510, whose results 
were reported as ratios, rather than single-channel values. The supplementary materials 
provide platform-wide comparisons of the CDFs of the original to RMLBi data for the 18 
platforms. 
 
Fig. 8A shows the distribution of Pearson correlation for the RMLBi data of GPL570. The 
inter-series correlation distribution is approximately normal and is centered at 0. The intra-
series correlation distribution still has its three-peaked structure. Fig. 8B shows the 
distribution of RMLBi Pearson sample correlation over all 18 platforms. The inset shows 
the correlation plot for GPL72. 
 
The RMLBi correlation is not simply the RML correlation with the average removed. This 
can be seen more clearly in Fig. 9B, which plots RML Pearson correlation against RMLBi 
Pearson correlation for GPL570. There is a nonlinear relationship between the two 
correlation measures, although appears to be some linearity in the plot of the intra-series 
correlations, shown in red.  
 
The simplicity of the correlation histograms belie the number of points represented by these 
graphs (57,792 intra-series pairs and 17,995,830 inter-series pairs). Even the small peak in 
the histogram near 0 in Fig. 9D, the RML correlation histogram, represents a large number 
of points. This small peak corresponds to the oval plot of black points surrounding a small 
oval of red at (0, 0) in the scatter-plot of Fig. 9B. The scatter-plot shows that 
binormalization preserves the low-correlation pairs and spreads the artificially correlated 
pairs within a [−0.5, 0.5] range, allowing subsequent analysis to better differentiate true 
correlations.   
 
For reference, Fig. 9C shows the relationship between the RMLBi Pearson correlation and 
the RMLBi Spearman correlation. Unlike Pearson correlation, which is a good measure of 
sample similarity when the data within the individual samples is normally distributed, 
Spearman correlation does not require that the individual samples represent normally 
distributed data. Fig. 9B shows that the two correlation measures are reasonably close. 
RML Pearson correlation and RML Spearman correlation are similarly related, but the 
corresponding plot is slightly broader. A drawback of Spearman correlation is its 
significant computation time. While the times to compute Pearson correlation ranged from 
a few minutes to several hours depending on the size of the platform data, some of the 
larger Spearman correlation calculations took several days. The results for the relationship 
between Pearson and Spearman correlation were similar, indicating that not much is gained 
in resolution by using the Spearman method.  
 
To understand in more detail what RMLBi correlation measures, we further analyzed the 
samples used in the titration analysis of the MAQC study [10]. This study had 4 tissue 
types, 5 replicates of each, and 6 sites resulting in 120 samples from GPL570. The 4 tissue 
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types were denoted A, B, C, and D. Type A consisted of Universal Human Reference RNA, 
while type B consisted of Human Brain Reference RNA. Type C consisted of 75% A and 
25% B, while type D consisted of 25% A and 75% B.  
 
To compare the correlations, we defined a distance metric as follows. Sample pairs of the 
same type are zero distance. Sample pairs of type A and type C are distance 1 apart. 
Similarly, sample pairs of type B and type D are also distance 1 apart. Sample pairs of type 
C and D are distance 2 apart. Finally, sample pairs of type A and type B are distance 3 
apart. These distances correspond to 0%, 25%, 75% and 100% difference in sample 
composition. 
 
Fig. 10A compares the RMLBi Pearson correlation for samples of different distances. 
Sample pairs from different sites are plotted using black dots, while sample pairs from the 
same site are plotted using red plus signs. For pairs at a given distance, the same site pairs 
are more correlated than pairs from different sites. There is virtually no overlap in 
correlation among samples of distances 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Sample pairs of distance 2 
or 3 have correlations that are generally less than 0.5, lying well-within the general 
platform-wide distribution. There is some overlap between pairs of distance 1 and distance 
0, as might be expected from the nature of the mixtures being analyzed. 
 
For comparison, Fig. 10B shows the corresponding plot using RML Pearson correlation. 
The same types of relationships hold, although all of the correlations are compressed above 
0.6. This figure demonstrates that binormalization doesn’t destroy real sample correlations 
and is likely to be a useful pre-processing step for classifying related samples. 

Platform-wide gene expression comparison with series expression levels 
Two approaches to large-scale analysis of gene relationships are to look at differential 
expression levels [5] over particular samples and to look at gene correlations [6].  
Differential expression levels are used to show differences in expression under different 
conditions, such as between normal and diseased, while correlations may reveal pathway 
relationships. We now provide illustrations of how a platform-wide context for differential 
expression studies can provide useful information. 
 
Fig. 11 plots the average gene expression for the 9076 genes in GPL91. The genes have 
been sorted in decreasing order of expression value. The background for this figure shows 
the individual series averages for the genes sorted in the same order. Even at very high and 
very low values of platform-wide average expression values, the series averages show 
significant variation. No consistent relationship is apparent between the distribution of 
series averages and the overall-platform averages except possibly at extremely high and 
low values of platform-wide average expression.  The same form of the platform-wide gene 
expression averages and the series average distributions is found for all 18 platforms. 
 
Fig. 12 summarizes the relationship between distribution of individual series gene averages 
and the platform-wide distribution of gene expression. We plotted the probability of a 
particular platform-wide gene average expression value versus the probability of the same 
value in the series gene average distribution for GPL91. Points corresponding to negative 
expression values are plotted in black, while points corresponding to nonnegative 
expression values are plotted in red. The distributions are closely related for positive 
expression values as shown by the proximity of the red points to a linear curve of slope 1 
shown in light gray. The distributions for negative expressions show that series averages 
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have much lower probability of strong negative expressions. The same type of relationship 
does not appear for high expression levels. The characteristic S shape is found across all 
platforms in which there are significant numbers of individual series. These observations 
are also reflected in the corresponding probability distributions shown in the panel insets. 
The left inset is the probability distribution of the platform-wide gene average scaled 
expression, while the right inset is the probability distribution of the gene series average 
scaled expression. 
 
The platform-wide distribution shows the typical asymmetry between positive and negative 
expression values, which is more pronounced in the series averages. In some cases, the 
relationship between series means and overall values is more complex due to multi-modal 
probability distributions, as illustrated by the graph for GPL201 shown in Fig. 12B. 

Inter-platform differential expression 
Yoon et al. [5] used a two-stage platform-wide normalization technique to distinguish 
differential expression between normal cells and breast cancer cells for platform GPL91 in 
dataset GDS817 [13]. This dataset, extracted from reference series GSE1299, has 2 replicas 
of three tissue types (breast cancer MDA-MB-436 cells, breast cancer HCC1954 cells and 
normal epithelium controls). GSE1299 repeated the microarray analysis for four platforms, 
three of which we have analyzed in the current study (GPL91, GPL96, and GPL97). We 
use this data to compare differential expression across platforms, set in a platform-wide 
context. 
 
Fig. 13A compares overall expression to average expression for breast cancer cells versus 
normal cells for GDS817. The values have been sorted by the delta measure of differential 
expression proposed by Yoon et al. [5]. Normal tissue average expression is plotted using 
black circles, while the cancer tissue average expression is plotted using red. The platform 
wide average expression is plotted underneath with light gray solid circles and is barely 
visible. Except at the extreme ends, the expression values of the two groups appear to be 
close together.   
 
Fig. 13B shows a plot of scaled rank of the difference between normal and cancer 
expression. The plot is sorted in descending order of the delta measure to show the 
relationship between the two measures of differential expression. The pinched form visible 
at the center of the plot is a reflection of the absolute value operator in the denominator of 
the delta measure. The two measures of differential expression are correlated, but there is 
some variability even at extreme values of differential expression. 
 
Fig. 14A and Fig. 14B provide an expanded view of Fig. 13A for the 100 genes with the 
highest and lowest delta values, respectively. The solid gray line represents the absolute 
value of delta expression for gene i. The normal tissue averages are plotted using dark gray 
solid circles, while the cancer tissue averages are plotted using red solid circles. The light 
gray solid circles plotted underneath show the platform-wide average expression.  
 
Careful examination of Fig. 14 shows that the behavior with respect to the platform-wide 
average of genes with high delta differs from that of genes with low delta. At high delta, 
cancer tissue expression is above the platform average and normal tissue expression is 
below the platform average. At low delta, however, cancer tissue expression is 
approximately at the platform average and normal tissue is above the platform average. The 
significance of the genes at low delta with respect to cancer is not easily interpretable. 
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This relationship can be seen more clearly in the histograms of expression value shown in 
Fig. 15. In these histograms, the platform-wide average is shown in light gray, the normal 
tissue in dark gray and the cancer tissue in red. Fig. 15A shows the histogram of the 100 
genes with the highest delta value (over-expressed in cancer tissue). We see that cancer and 
normal tissue are displaced above and below the platform average, respectively. In contrast, 
for the 100 genes with low delta, the cancer tissue distribution is very close to the platform 
average, while the normal tissue distribution is above the platform average. Intuitively, one 
might give more credence to differential expression of the genes at positive delta than the 
genes at low delta, because, other factors aside, the cancer tissue is at the platform average. 
 
Fig. 15C and Fig. 15D show the histogram of expression for the 100 genes with highest and 
lowest differential expression, respectively. For high differential expression, the cancer 
tissue is above the platform average, while the normal tissue is at the platform average. For 
low differential expression, the cancer tissue is at the platform average, while the normal 
tissue is above the platform average. 
 
We also considered differential expression in binormalized data. Fig. 16A plots the average 
binormalized expression in order of decreasing delta. Cancer tissue averages are shown in 
red and normal tissue averages are shown in black. Since the platform-wide average 
expression for binormalized data is 0, the platform-wide averages are not displayed. A 
comparison of Fig. 16A and Fig. 13A shows that the cancer and normal tissues are more 
separated in the binormalized expression data.  
 
Since the row and column averages of binormalized data are very close 0 and the standard 
deviations are close to 1, the delta and differential expression measures are nearly identical. 
This is verified in Fig. 16B, which plots the scaled rank of differential expression sorted in 
order of decreasing delta.  
 
Fig. 17A and Fig. 17B show the average expression for the 100 highest and lowest values 
of delta for binormalized data. Fig. 17 uses the same color scheme as Fig. 14. Here we see 
that cancer tissue and normal tissue expression values are more clearly separated from the 
average in binormalized data than in data that has not been binormalized. 
 
Fig. 18 confirms the separation between cancer and normal tissue in binormalized data. Fig. 
18A shows the histogram of binormalized expression for the 100 genes with highest delta 
value, while Fig. 18B shows the histogram for the 100 genes with the lowest delta value.  
 

Inter-platform expression comparisons 
One measure of the significance of gene over-expression for a particular tissue or disease 
state is how stable the differential expression is for different measures and different 
platforms.  Table 5 gives the percentage overlap for the extreme 100 and extreme 500 genes 
with gene IDs in the intersection of the gene IDs for the two platforms being compared. In 
general delta measures and bidifferential metrics produce gene lists that are quite close for 
the same platform. This result is not unexpected, since both measures incorporate the 
platform-wide average and standard deviation. Furthermore, the cross-platform agreement 
between GPL91 and GPL96 for all measures is quite good, falling between 60% and 75% 
overlap. This result is consistent with the measurements presented in Supplementary Fig. 5 
of Guo et al. [12] as part of the MACQ project. Guo et al. also found that agreement for 
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fold-change ranking, which is equivalent to differential expression, could be improved to 
80% if genes with absent calls were eliminated. Such filtering is not possible on a platform-
wide basis because the information is currently not available in GEO. 
 
Other common methods of reporting differential expression include p-values and p-values 
with fold change ranking. NCBI GEO visualization tools allow users to select genes by p-
value, fold change, or rank change. MAQC studies [11] make a strong case that expression 
fold change (differential expression) is a significantly more reproducible intra- and inter-
laboratory as well as cross-platform indicator of significance than p-value based indicators.  
 
Table 6 shows a comparison of the gene lists returned by NCBI GEO for GDS817, which 
consists of the 6 microarray samples of platform GPL91 from series GSE1299.  Five 
representative methods from NCBI GEO were selected to find genes that were over-
expressed in the cancer group. For example, NCBI returns a gene list of 830 values when a 
one-tailed t-test with p = 0.01 is used. Similarly, NCBI returns 119 genes when a 3-fold 
change in ranking is used as the criterion. The results show very poor overlap in gene lists 
produced by p-values with those produced by any of the three fold-change measures used. 
This result is consistent with the results reported by Guo et al. [12]. For example, 216 genes 
are returned for p=0.001, while 119 genes are returned for a 3-fold change in ranking, but 
there is only an 11% overlap. Note that overlap is reported as percentage of the smaller set.  
 
A comparison of the NCBI results with the delta, differential and bidifferential expression 
rankings shows that p values are always less consistent than the other measures. We also 
see that rank-fold change has worse agreement than differential expression, which is not 
unexpected. 
 

Discussion  
Table 6 reports the size of the gene list returned by each NCBI test followed by the number 
of those genes that actually appear in our list for GPL91. The discrepancy underscores the 
difficulty of making a perfect association across platforms.  
 
NCBI GEO returns 119 genes in its 3-fold rank test, but only 114 of those appear in our 
entire list of genes for platform GPL91. For example, NCBI GEO returns gene ID 653129, 
which is annotated as PTPN20A protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-receptor type 20A in the 
Gene database. The version of the GPL91 platform specification that we downloaded in 
September of 2007 did not reference gene ID 653129. NCBI GEO added gene ID 653129 
as a secondary gene ID for probe 32932_at in a platform revision made in October of 2007. 
This probe’s primary identifier is Genbank AL050040, which has reference gene 
HS.227651, official name PTPN20B, and annotation protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-
receptor type 20B. This gene, which has gene ID 26095 in the September 2007 GEO 
platform specification, is listed as retired in Unigene. However, as of October 21, 2007, 
gene ID 26095 was not listed as retired in the Gene database.  
 
We do not have a basis for developing automated techniques for handling these types of 
issues. It has been suggested by Mecham et al. [15] and others that sequence-matched 
probes, rather than genes should be used to make cross-platform comparisons. The 
complexity of this approach and lack of a standardized methodology are barriers to 
performing such comparisons on a large scale because the association of gene IDs with 
microarray probes is a moving target. The consistency problems would be alleviated for 
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data miners if NCBI GEO made the latest “preferred” association of gene ID with probe ID 
available for the major microarray platforms in GEO. Since probe IDs are fixed when the 
platforms are designed and manufactured, software could then do a simple lookup when 
doing cross-platform comparisons as well as comparisons with GEO results. 
 
The platform-wide Pearson correlation results of this paper have significant implications 
for analysis of differential expression. Many studies routinely point to a Pearson correlation 
of about 0.7 as an indicator that samples are related. Without binormalization to remove 
intrinsic correlations due to background, we believe that these types of arguments cannot be 
justified.  
 
Many other techniques have Pearson correlation as an underpinning. For example, the first 
stage of integrative analysis proposed in [7, 8] is based on a leave-one out Pearson 
correlation of gene pairs within individual series. They consider pairs that show signficant 
correlation in at least 25% of the data sets and compute the second-order correlation to find 
quadruplets of interacting genes. Renormalization followed by binormalization may prove 
to be a useful preprocessing step in opening such an approach to automatic large-scale 
computation. Although we have focused on correlations of samples, the binormalization 
process of centering and removal of a constant vector is symmetric in samples (columns) 
and genes (rows). It should be pointed out that column-based KL decomposition and row-
based KL decomposition are duals in the sense that they have the same eigenvalues [13]. 
 
One might consider whether binormalization of individual series would be more effective 
than platform-wide binormalization, noting that the concatenation of binormalized series is 
still binormalized. However, we have experimented with variations on this idea and have 
found that the results are distinctly different from platform-wide binormalization. 
Futhermore, series-binormalization does not preserve real correlations in the examples we 
tried. Binormalization appears to remove “intrinsic background correlations” for a platform, 
provided that there are enough samples to accurately represent the true distribution of 
samples for that platform. We have not performed tests to determine how many samples are 
required for this to be the case. 
 
A drawback of binormalization is that the data for the entire platform should be 
renormalized when a new series is added. This computation only takes a few minutes on a 
powerful desktop. Our results indicate that current desktop technology will support this 
type of analysis on substantially larger data collections than are currently available in GEO.  
 
The CDF range test works because the highly compressive nature of logarithmic 
transformations appears to be the dominant factor in determining the relationship between 
the mean (CDF(0)) and the median (50th percentile) in the data without much sensitivity to 
the details of the original data normalization. We have not yet applied this technique to 
cDNA and other types of microarray technology available in GEO and other databases, but 
we believe that the same results will hold for data in which all channels are reported 
individually. We were surprised that the renormalization combined with binormalization 
also worked for the ratio data reported for platform GPL2510. A larger scale study of this 
technique for ratio data is left to future work.  

Conclusions  
This first contribution of this paper is the development of a simple, geometric method for 
detecting sample outliers and for renormalizing samples from a variety of sources to have 
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comparable cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). We successfully applied this 
technique to renormalize the samples from 18 of the top 25 platforms of NCBI GEO, 
resulting in a corpus of 45,847 matched Log-type samples from 2,389 matched series. The 
availability of such a corpus, allows researchers to better understand the underlying 
structure of microarray data so that they can more accurately determine relationships 
among genes and among samples. Researchers performing new experiments using 
microarray chips from a particular platform should at a minimum, examine the sample 
CDFs to see if they have the expected structure.  
 
We have also shown how binormalization, a method of iteratively removing column and 
row averages with rescaling, improves the correlation behavior of microarray data by 
removing intrinsic background correlations. Binormalization should be a helpful pre-
processing step for subsequent sample classification. Binormalized differential expression 
is an additional measure of gene dissimilarity which overlaps with, but is not identical to 
other measures such as differential expression, delta expression, p-value or rank fold 
change.
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Methods 

Implementation 
The initial NCBI extraction of data and gene ID mapping was accomplished using 
programs written in Java. Downloads took place over several days to comply with NCBI 
access and load rules. Data was downloaded using the MINiML format rather than SOFT.  
 
All remaining analysis was performed with MATLAB® using a Windows 64-bit version of 
R2007b, the first release of MATLAB that supports true 64-bit arrays.  The MATLAB 
computations were run on an 8-core desktop workstation with 32GB of memory. MATLAB 
multi-threading was enabled. The data collection size for individual platforms appears to be 
right at the 32-bit/64-bit border. We found that only the largest platform collections (e.g., 
GPL96) required 64-bit capability, indicating that this type of analysis can be performed on 
substantially larger collections using current technology and no additional parallelization. 

Extraction of data from NCBI GEO 
We downloaded all samples from the top 18 oligonucleotide platforms in the NCBI GEO 
database. The data for this paper corresponds to a snapshot of NCBI GEO from the week of 
Sept 13, 2007.  
 
An identification of probe ID and gene is not necessary for a platform-wide analysis of the 
sample distributions, but it is needed for inter-platform comparisons and testing of gene 
relationships. We therefore constructed a mapping between microarray probe ID and Gene 
ID for each platform.  For platforms that had multiple spots corresponding to the same 
Gene ID, the mean value of the samples corresponding to that gene was used in the 
subsequent analysis. In contrast, the MAQC project [10] used the probe closest to the 3’ 
end.   
 
We extracted the Value column for each sample and created a single spreadsheet of gene 
versus expression value for each platform. That is, the data for a platform is organized into 
an n ×m matrix, whose n columns are the individual unique samples for that platform and 
whose m rows correspond to the genes.   

Statistical analysis of the data 
All statistics were computed by ignoring NaN values. Standard deviations were computed 
using the unbiased estimator. The 10% trimmed statistics for a sample were calculated by 
sorting the values in increasing order and removing the top 5% and bottom 5% of the 
values. The trimmed mean and trimmed standard deviation were then computed on the 
trimmed dataset.  
 
The cumulative distribution function FX(x) for a random variable X is the probability that  
that the random variable X takes on a value less than or equal to x. The cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) is computed using MATLAB’s empirical distribution function 
(ecdf). This function returns both the cumulative probability distribution (F) and the 
sample values corresponding to these cumulative probabilities (x).   

Scaling and bi-normalization 
Scaled data refers to data whose columns (samples) have been adjusted to have zero mean 
and unit standard deviation. Bi-normalized data refers to data that has been iteratively 
adjusted so that both its columns and rows have approximately zero mean and unit standard 
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deviation. The iterative procedure alternately scales columns then rows until a maximum 
number of iterations is reached or the maximum absolute value of the difference between 
successive binormalizations begins to increase. The maximum number of iteration pairs 
was set at 20, but typically the minimum value was reached after approximately 10 iteration 
pairs. Values of sample and gene means were about 10−3 after binormalization. 
Binormalization is used to reduce intrinsic correlations between samples and is motivated 
by the structure of the KL decomposition of the data as explained in more detail in the 
supplementary materials. 

Classification of samples as outlier, Log-type or Raw-type 
STD outliers are unscaled samples whose standard deviation is at least 20 times larger than 
its 10% trimmed standard deviation. While not stringent, this condition appeared to 
eliminate the egregious outliers across all platforms as characterized by nearly vertical 
CDFs.  
 
To perform additional outlier detection, we scaled all samples to have zero mean and unit 
standard deviation and computed their empirical cumulative distribution functions using 
MATLAB [F, x] = ecdf(data). We then eliminated samples whose first difference of 
F exceeded 0.01 or whose first difference of x exceeded 0.02. We refer to these eliminated 
samples as PDF outliers. 
 
The range conditions were then applied. Samples satisfying CDF(−1) < 0.025 and CDF(0) 
> 0.7 were classified as a Raw-type.  Samples satisfying CDF(−1) > 0.025 and CDF(0) < 
0.7 were classified as Log-type.  Samples that fell into neither category were classified as 
CDF outliers. The range condition was developed heuristically from observing the CDF 
plots across all platforms and interpreting the effects of log transformation on the 
cumulative distribution function. 
 
We renormalized the data by applying a log2 transformation to those samples that were 
classified as Raw-type after setting expression values less than 10−5 to NaN. We then 
reapplied the range test to these samples. Samples that did not satisfy the CDF range 
condition after renormalization were classified as CDF outliers and were eliminated. It 
should be pointed out that setting small values to an arbitrarily low cut-off rather than 
treating the value as absent, influences the form of the CDF.  
 
Finally, we eliminated all series that contained non Log-type. Series with all Log-type 
samples are called Matched series. Samples that did not belong to at least one Matched 
series were also eliminated. 

Correlation calculations 
Pearson correlation between samples x and y is given by the formula: 
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where are x and y are the means of samples x and y, respectively. The individual 
components of x and y are denoted by xi and yi, while xσ and yσ denote the respective 
standard deviations for the samples. When we calculate the Pearson correlation on scaled 
samples, which have 0 mean and unit standard deviation, the formula simplifies to: 
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We computed the Pearson correlation using the Matlab corr function with the ‘Pairwise’ 
option. The ‘Pairwise’  option eliminates the NaN entries in each sample pair individually 
before computing the dot product. In contrast, the ‘Complete’ option first eliminates any 
rows with NaNs before performing the correlation calculation on the matrix. 
 
Let X denote the matrix whose columns are the scaled samples. Notice that the matrix 
formed by xyρ is proportional to R = XXT. The eigenvectors of R are called the Karhunen-
Loève (KL) eigenvectors and are also the left eigenvectors of the singular value 
decomposition (SVD) of X. The D-term expansion of the data in terms of these 
eigenvectors minimizes the mean square truncation error and maximizes the statistical 
variance for any D.  
 
The relationship between the KL eigenvectors and the Pearson correlation suggests that the 
source of correlations in the sample data should be captured by the KL eigenvectors 
corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of the KL decomposition. The supplementary 
material shows that more than 96% of the energy is captured by the first KL eigenvector 
and that this eigenvector is nearly constant. When KL decomposition is performed on the 
binormalized data, this baseline correlation is removed, and all of the eigenvectors have a 
similar form. 
 
An alternative to Pearson correlation is Spearman correlation, which computes a measure 
of average difference in rank between items. Spearman correlation is thought to be less 
sensitive to data normalization and does not rely on assumptions of normality. However, it 
is considerably more computationally intensive. We used the MATLAB corr function 
with the ‘Pairwise’ option to compute the Spearman correlation. 

Differential expression 
Microarray data is often analyzed to discover the difference in expression between two 
groups of samples, A and B. The simplest measure of differential expression is the 
difference between the average expression in the two groups. Typically, a test of 
significance is applied, for example a one-tailed t-test of the hypothesis A > B. We refer to 
the difference in average expression between two groups of scaled samples as differential 
expression. Yoon et al. [5] introduced a delta expression measure, which is calculated by a 
two-step normalization process. The first step scales the samples (columns) to have zero 
mean and unit standard deviation. The second step scales the rows (genes) to have zero 
mean and unit standard deviation. (Note that after the second stage, the columns no longer 
have zero mean and unit standard deviation.) We also compute binormalized differential 
expression (bidiff) as the difference in average expression of the two groups of 
binormalized samples. 

Percentage overlap 
Percentage overlap between the two groups was computed by finding number of items in 
the intersection of the two groups, dividing by the size of the smallest group and 
multiplying by 100. In comparisons with NCBI data, the intersection of the returned NCBI 
list was first taken with the platform gene list and missing IDs were removed before the 
overlap was computed. 
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Figures 
Figure 1  - Sample and Series CDFs for two platforms 
Over-plotted CDFs for scaled samples and scaled series for two different platforms. A: 
CDFs for the 780 unique samples of platform GPL72 (fly).  B: CDFs for the 65 series of 
platform GPL72. C: CDFs for the 9194 unique samples of platform GPL570 (human). D: 
CDFs for the 270 series of platform GPL570. Blue designates Raw samples, while black 
designates Log (log-transformed) samples. Magenta CDFs correspond to samples with 
extreme outlier values (a ratio of standard deviation to 10% trimmed standard deviation 
greater than 20). Green CDFs have discontinuities that make the corresponding samples 
unsuitable for large scale statistical comparisons. Red CDFs have abnormal CDF shapes as 
indicated by a mixed range test. The gray background rectangle marks the boundaries for 
the CDF range test. 

Figure 2  - CDF range plots for two platforms 
CDF(−1) versus CDF(0). A: Platform GPL72. B: Platform GPL570. Points represent 
samples while open circles represent series. The plots use the color scheme of Fig. 1. 
 

Figure 3  - CDF range plots for all platforms 
CDF(−1) versus CDF(0) for all platforms. A: Samples. B: Series. The plots use the same 
color scheme as Fig. 1. The points circled in light gray correspond to samples from GPL 
2510, which are plotted individually in Fig. 4. 

Figure 4  - CDF characteristics for non-Affymetrix platform GPL2510 
Over-plotted CDFs for scaled samples of platform GPL2510. All samples are classified as 
of Log-type. The inset shows the CDF range plot. 

Figure 5  - CDF plots for two platforms after renormalization and binormalization 
Over-plotted CDFs of scaled samples for two platforms. A:  GPL72 after renormalization. 
B: GPL570 after renormalization. C: GPL72 after subsequent binormalization. D: GPL570 
after subsequent binormalization. The plots use the same color scheme as Fig. 1 

Figure 6  - CDF range plots for all platforms after renormalization and 
binormalization 
CDF(−1) versus CDF(0) for all platforms. A: Samples after renormalization. B: Series after 
renormalization. C: Samples after subsequent binormalization. D: Series after subsequent 
renormalization. The plots use the same color scheme as Fig. 1 

Figure 7  - RML intra- and inter- series sample Pearson correlation 
Scaled stacked probability distribution of the inter-series (black) and intra-series (red) 
sample Pearson correlation for RML data.  A: GPL570. B: All platforms. The inset shows 
the distribution for GPL72. 

Figure 8  - RMLBi intra- and inter- series sample Pearson correlation 
Scaled stacked probability distribution inter-series (black) and intra-series (red) sample 
Pearson correlation for RMLBi data.  A: Platform GPL570. B: All platforms. The inset 
shows the distribution for GPL72. 
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Figure 9  - Comparison of different types of sample correlations for GPL570 
A: Scaled stacked probability distribution of RMLBi Pearson correlation. B: A plot of RML 
Pearson correlation versus RMLBi Pearson correlation. C: A plot of RMLBI Spearman 
correlation versus RMLBi Pearson correlation. D: Scaled stacked probability distribution of 
RML Pearson correlation. E: Scaled stacked probability distribution of RMLBi Spearman 
correlation. The black areas correspond to inter-series sample pairs and the red areas 
correspond to intra-series sample pairs. 

Figure 10  - Correlation of the MAQC titration samples 
A: RMLBi Pearson correlation versus sample pair distance for the samples in the MAQC 
titration study. B: Corresponding plot for RML Pearson correlation. The black dots 
correspond to sample pairs from different sites, while the red pluses correspond to sample 
pairs from the same site. 

Figure 11  - Average  expression for GPL91 
Plot of platform-wide average gene expression for scaled RML data of platform GPL91 
sorted in descending order of expression value. The background gray points are the 
corresponding individual series averages. 

Figure 12  - Comparison of platform-wide to series gene expression probability 
Plots of platform-wide average expression probability versus the corresponding probability 
of series average expression for the same expression value. Points corresponding to 
negative expression values are plotted in black, while points corresponding to positive 
expression values are plotted in red. The left and right insets in each panel are the 
probability distributions of the platform-wide gene average expression and the series gene 
average expression, respectively. A: GPL91. B: GPL201. 

Figure 13  - Scaled gene expression sorted by delta for GPL91 of GSE1299 
A: Plot of scaled gene expression sorted in ascending order by gene delta value. The 
average of normal samples is plotted using black circles, and the average of cancer samples 
is plotted using red circles. The shaded gray circles correspond to the platform-wide 
average. B: Relationship of delta to differential expression. The scaled rank of differential 
expression is plotted in order of decreasing delta value. 

Figure 14  - Expanded view of scaled gene expression for high and low delta 
Comparison of scaled expression for the 100 genes with A: highest (B: lowest) delta. The 
genes are ordered by decreasing value of delta. Red circles correspond to cancer tissue 
average, dark gray circles correspond to normal tissue average and light gray circles 
correspond to the platform-wide average. The thick gray curve is the absolute value of 
delta. 

Figure 15  - Histogram of scaled gene expression for high and low delta 
Histograms of scaled expression for the 100 genes with A: highest delta, B: lowest delta, C: 
highest differential expression, D: lowest differential expression. Red corresponds to cancer 
tissue average, dark gray corresponds to normal tissue average and light gray corresponds 
to the platform-wide average.  
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Figure 16  - Binormalized gene expression sorted by delta for GPL91 of GSE1299 
A: Plot of binormalized gene expression sorted in ascending order by gene delta value. The 
average of normal samples is plotted using black circles, and the average of cancer samples 
is plotted using red circles. The shaded gray circles correspond to the platform-wide 
average. B: Relationship of delta to differential expression. The scaled rank of differential 
expression is plotted in order of decreasing delta value. 

Figure 17  - Expanded view of binormalized gene expression for high and low delta 
Comparison of binormalized expression for the 100 genes with A: highest (B: lowest) delta. 
The genes are ordered by decreasing value of delta. Red circles correspond to cancer tissue 
average, dark gray circles correspond to normal tissue average and light gray circles 
correspond to the platform-wide average. The thick gray curve is the absolute value of 
delta. 

Figure 18  - Histogram of binormalized gene expression for high and low delta 
Histograms of scaled expression for the 100 genes with A: highest delta, B: lowest delta, 
Red corresponds to cancer tissue average, dark gray corresponds to normal tissue average 
and light gray corresponds to the platform-wide average.  
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Tables 
Table 1  - Summary of platforms used in initial renormalization study. 
The 18 oglionucleotide platforms among the top 25 most common platforms in NCBI GEO 
on September 13, 2007. The 16 in situ platforms are manufactured by Affymetrix. Platform 
1820 is a custom commercial chip from Amersham Biosciences, and platform GPL2510 is 
manufactured by Agilent. 
 

Platform Rank Unique 
Samples Series Species Type Genes 

GPL72* 25 780 65 fly in situ 12002 
GPL81 4 4666 378 mouse in situ 9173 
GPL85 10 2522 121 rat in situ 5193 
GPL90 21 866 69 yeast in situ 6063 
GPL91 5 4495 246 human in situ 9076 
GPL96 1 13566 469 human in situ 13147 
GPL97 8 3162 82 human in situ 10763 
GPL198 9 2993 230 thale cress in situ 22467 
GPL201 18 1122 31 human in situ 8530 
GPL339 7 3277 238 mouse in situ 13503 
GPL340* 24 787 51 mouse in situ 12846 
GPL341 12 1637 71 rat in situ 10571 
GPL570 2 9194 270 human in situ 20376 
GPL1261 6 3909 316 mouse in situ 21593 
GPL1355 13 1348 66 rat in situ 13148 
GPL1820 16 1196 3 rat spotted 5912 
GPL2510 17 1195 8 mouse spotted 16876 
GPL4557 15 1218 1 human in situ 11336 

* These platforms interchanged their NCBI Geo ranks during the period that our download of the data occurred. 
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Table 2  - Sample and series types before renormalization 
Classification of samples and series using the CDF range test after removing outliers.  The 
columns pertaining to series are shaded in light gray. 
 

Samples Series 
Platform 

Log Raw 
CDF 

range 
outliers 

STD 
outliers 

CDF 
discont 
outliers 

Log Raw 
CDF 

range 
outliers 

STD 
outliers 

CDF 
discont 
outliers 

GPL72 197 557 0 14 12 13 46 0 4 2 
GPL81 194 4315 90 1 66 18 348 9 0 3 
GPL85 52 2369 8 1 92 3 116 0 0 2 
GPL90 263 595 7 0 1 7 62 0 0 0 
GPL91 311 3983 106 5 90 10 227 4 0 5 
GPL96 3475 9862 79 38 112 65 392 2 2 8 
GPL97 1304 1808 11 0 39 15 67 0 0 0 
GPL198 222 2676 64 2 29 14 208 4 0 4 
GPL201 263 830 18 0 11 11 19 1 0 0 
GPL339 432 2721 64 4 56 23 204 5 1 5 
GPL340 94 663 30 0 0 3 46 2 0 0 
GPL341 124 1492 9 0 12 8 62 0 0 1 
GPL570 1188 7535 226 20 225 35 211 10 1 13 
GPL1261 472 3272 78 8 79 34 261 7 5 9 
GPL1355 254 1075 1 3 15 7 58 0 0 1 
GPL1820 655 532 0 0 9 2 1 0 0 0 
GPL2510 1195 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 
GPL4557 1218 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Total 11913 44285 791 96 848 277 2328 44 13 53 
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Table 3  - Sample and series types after renormalization 
The results of the CDF range test after a log2 transformation is applied to Raw-type samples 
and the collection is reclassified. 

 

Samples Series 
Platform 

Log Raw 
CDF 

Range 
Outliers 

STD 
Outliers 

CDF 
Discont 
Outliers 

Log Raw 
CDF 

Range 
Outliers 

STD 
Outliers 

CDF 
Discont 
Outliers 

GPL72 754 0 0 14 12 58 1 0 4 2
GPL81 4491 0 104 1 70 348 11 7 4 8
GPL85 2410 0 8 1 103 98 9 1 10 3
GPL90 858 0 7 0 1 65 4 0 0 0
GPL91 4166 0 149 5 175 220 9 5 8 4
GPL96 13208 22 186 38 112 418 6 7 27 11
GPL97 3112 0 11 0 39 72 4 1 4 1
GPL198 2898 0 64 2 29 216 6 4 4 0
GPL201 1093 0 18 0 11 28 0 1 1 1
GPL339 3146 0 71 4 56 211 10 7 5 5
GPL340 757 0 30 0 0 46 2 2 1 0
GPL341 1616 0 9 0 12 65 4 0 0 2
GPL570 8691 0 258 20 225 229 5 15 8 13
GPL1261 3669 0 153 8 79 275 7 16 11 7
GPL1355 1329 0 1 3 15 63 0 0 2 1
GPL1820 1185 0 0 0 11 2 0 0 1 0
GPL2510 1195 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0
GPL4557 1218 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Total 55796 22 1069 96 950 2423 78 66 90 58
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Table 4- Renormalized Matched Log (RML) data summary 
Raw-type samples are first renormalized by application of log2 transformation. Matched 
series have a total distribution which is Log-type and all of their samples must also be Log-
type. Matched samples must be a member of at least one Matched series. 

 
Log-type Samples Log-type Series 

Platform Total Unique Total 
Matched 

Unique 
Matched Total Matched 

GPL72 884 754 883 753 58 58
GPL81 4855 4491 4383 3985 348 343
GPL85 2668 2410 1947 1668 98 96
GPL90 959 858 935 834 65 65
GPL91 4887 4166 4274 2804 220 204
GPL96 15011 13208 12332 10871 418 414
GPL97 3156 3112 2751 2707 72 72
GPL198 2917 2898 2808 2790 216 216
GPL201 1437 1093 1346 957 28 27
GPL339 3375 3146 3127 2914 211 210
GPL340 811 757 786 732 46 46
GPL341 1645 1616 1556 1527 65 65
GPL570 10067 8691 6483 6087 229 229
GPL1261 3899 3669 3724 3497 275 271
GPL1355 1470 1329 1380 1239 63 63
GPL1820 1185 1185 655 69 2 1
GPL2510 1195 1195 1195 1195 8 8
GPL4557 1218 1218 1218 1218 1 1
Totals: 61639 55796 51783 45847 2423 2389
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Table 5  - Percentage overlap in differentially expressed cancer genes for GSE1299. 
Intra- and inter-platform comparison of delta expression, differential expression, and 
binormalized differential expression for cancer versus normal tissue in GSE1299. In each 
case the differential measure is based on the difference between average of 4 cancer 
samples and the average of 2 normal samples. The Intersection IDs column gives the 
number of gene IDs in the intersection of the two platforms. For intra-platform 
comparisons, this is the same as the number of gene IDs for that platform. For inter-
platform comparisons, this value reflects our ability to match gene IDs across platforms. 
 

Platform 1 Platform 2 ID intersection results 

Name Type Name Type Intersection 
IDs 

Top 
100 

Bottom
100 

Top 
500 

Bottom
500 

GPL91 Delta GPL91 Diff 9051 53 72 68 77 
GPL91 Delta GPL91 Bidiff 9051 83 90 88 92 
GPL91 Diff GPL91 Bidiff 9051 42 64 60 74 
GPL91 Delta GPL96 Delta 8916 58 70 63 72 
GPL91 Diff GPL96 Diff 8916 62 72 69 75 
GPL91 Bidiff GPL96 Bidiff 8916 59 67 63 71 
GPL91 Delta GPL97 Delta 3340 26 30 37 41 
GPL91 Diff GPL97 Diff 3340 28 28 41 41 
GPL91 Bidiff GPL97 Bidiff 3340 28 27 39 42 
GPL96 Delta GPL96 Diff 13147 40 63 62 73 
GPL96 Delta GPL96 Bidiff 13147 99 100 99 99 
GPL96 Diff GPL96 Bidiff 13147 40 63 62 74 
GPL96 Delta GPL97 Delta 5282 20 33 33 38 
GPL96 Diff GPL97 Diff 5282 20 32 34 40 
GPL96 Bidiff GPL97 Bidiff 5282 21 32 33 38 
GPL97 Delta GPL97 Diff 10763 57 59 75 800 
GPL97 Delta GPL97 Bidiff 10763 97 99 97 98 
GPL97 Diff GPL97 Bidiff 10763 58 60 74 80 
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Table 6  - Percentage overlap in cancer gene over-expression for GDS817 
Comparison of the percentage overlap for different measures of gene over-expression and 
the gene lists generated by NCBI GEO. The numbers in parentheses (m/n) under the GEO 
tests denote the number of gene IDs returned by the test and number of those gene IDs that 
were included in our data (as explained in the text), respectively. 
 

NCBI GEO: A = 4 cancer sets, B = 2 normal sets, test A > B 
Comparison p=0.01 

(830/793) 
p=0.001 

(230/216) 
3-fold 
(51/51) 

4-fold 
(15/15) 

Rank 3 fold 
(119/114) 

Geo p = 0.01     100  100 41 60 21 
Geo p = 0.001   100 100 24 33 11 
Geo 3-fold   41 24 100 100 76 
Geo 4-fold   60 33 100 100 100 
Geo rank 3-fold   21 11 76 100 100 
Delta Geo size 42 24 49 47 24 
Diff Geo size 39 21 92 73 46 
Bidiff Geo size 42 22 33 40 19 
Delta 100 38 21 67 93 26 
Diff 100 28 16 94 93 50 
Bidiff 100 41 21 52 93 21 
Delta 500 44 39 98 100 55 
Diff 500 39 39 98 100 79 
Bidiff 500 43 39 93 93 47 
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Additional files 
Additional file 1 – KLAnalysis.pdf 
Analysis and decorrelation using KL decomposition 
 
Additional file 2 – KLFigure1.pdf 
Results of KL decomposition of scaled data for GPL72. 
 
Additional file 3 – KLFigure2.pdf 
Results of KL decomposition of scaled, centered data for GPL72. 
 
Additional file 4 – KLFigure2.pdf 
Results of KL decomposition of binormalized data for GPL72. 
 
Additional file 5 – CDFFigureGPL72.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL72. 
 
Additional file 6 – CDFFigureGPL81.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL81. 
 
Additional file 7 – CDFFigureGPL85.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL85. 
 
Additional file 8 – CDFFigureGPL90.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL90. 
 
Additional file 9 – CDFFigureGPL91.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL91. 
 
Additional file 10 – CDFFigureGPL96.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL96. 
 
Additional file 11 – CDFFigureGPL97.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL97. 
 
Additional file 12 – CDFFigureGPL198.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL198. 
 
Additional file 13 – CDFFigureGPL201.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL201. 
 
Additional file 14 – CDFFigureGPL339.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL339. 
 
Additional file 15 – CDFFigureGPL340.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL340. 
 
Additional file 16 – CDFFigureGPL341.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL341. 
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Additional file 17 – CDFFigureGPL570.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL570. 
 
Additional file 18 – CDFFigureGPL1261.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL1261. 
 
Additional file 19 – CDFFigureGPL1355.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL1355. 
 
Additional file 20 – CDFFigureGPL1820.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL1820. 
 
Additional file 21 – CDFFigureGPL2510.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL2510. 
 
Additional file 22 – CDFFigureGPL4557.pdf 
Plots of sample and series CDFs of scaled and binormalized for platform GPL4557. 
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Analysis and decorrelation using KL decomposition 
 

KL decomposition and SVD 
Let X denote the data matrix whose columns are the scaled samples. The eigenvectors of 
the matrix R = XXT are called the Karhunen-Loève (KL) eigenvectors. These vectors are 
also the left eigenvectors of the singular value decomposition (SVD) of . The 
singular values of X, which are the nonzero elements of the diagonal matrix , are the 
square roots of the corresponding eigenvalues, 

TVUX Σ=
Σ

jλ , of R. R is positive definite, so all of its 
eigenvalues are nonnegative. The D-term expansion of the data in terms of R’s 
eigenvectors (in decreasing order of eigenvalues) minimizes the mean square truncation 
error and maximizes the statistical variance for any D. The jth eigenvector captures a 
fraction ∑k kj λλ of the data’s energy.  
 
The KL decomposition is also closely related to Principal Component Analysis (PCA). 
Generally, PCA is applied to centered data (i.e., data whose row averages are 0). If X is a 
data matrix whose row averages are 0, the PCA modes and the KL modes are the same. 
Additional details about the properties of KL decomposition and its relationship to SVD 
and PCA can be found in [10].  

KL decomposition and Pearson correlation 
As explained in the main text of the paper, the Pearson correlation between samples x and 
y is given by the formula: 
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where are x and y are the means of samples x and y, respectively. xσ and yσ denote the 
respective standard deviations for the samples. Scaled samples have 0 mean and unit 
standard deviation, so the Pearson correlation reduces to: 
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Notice that the KL matrix R is proportional to the matrix of Pearson coefficients, xyρ . 
This relationship suggests that the KL eigenvectors can be used to isolate sources of the 
sample correlations.  

KL decomposition of the scaled samples 
To understand the source of the sample correlations, we applied KL decomposition to the 
matrix X of scaled samples. The first KL mode captured 96% of the data set energy as 
shown for the first panel in Supplementary KLFig. 1. The second panel of this figure 
over-plots the first 20 KL modes using different colors. KL mode 1 is shown in dark gray 
and KL mode 2 is shown in light gray. To better see the relationship of the modes and 
their structure, we order the components in decreasing order of amplitude of KL mode 2. 
Thus, KL mode 2 appears as a smoothly decreasing line. Modes 3 through 20 appear to 



be highly oscillatory and centered at 0. Mode 1 is distinct from the other modes in that it 
consists of oscillations around a nonzero constant. The fact that Mode 1 is essentially a 
constant vector can be seen more clearly in the third panel of Supplementary Fig. 1. Here 
each of the first 20 KL is sorted in order of decreasing amplitude. The first KL mode is 
essentially constant, while the remaining KL modes have the same form: a small group of 
genes that are highly over-expressed or under-expressed. There is also a linear correlation 
among the remaining genes. Note that the over-expressed and under-expressed genes are 
different for each KL mode, suggesting that after the correlations are removed, the 
structure of the KL modes may reflect true gene relationships. 

KL decomposition of the scaled, centered samples 
The KL decomposition of the scaled samples suggests centering the data by subtracting 
the row averages and rescaling by dividing by the row standard deviation (whitening). 
Supplementary KLFig. 2 shows the KL decomposition of the scaled, centered data. The 
KL energy captured by the first KL mode falls to 70%, but the first KL mode still has a 
substantial constant component in it. After the row averages have been removed, the 
column averages are no longer zero, so the KL matrix no longer directly corresponds to 
Pearson correlation.  

KL decomposition of binormalized data 
The results of KL on the centered data suggest applying an iterative procedure of 
centering and rescaling by column, then by row until both row and column averages are 
approximately zero. We call this procedure binormalization. Supplementary KLFig. 3 
shows the results of applying KL decomposition to binormalized data. The first mode 
captures 28% of the data energy and its components appear to be linearly related. The 
remaining modes have the same form. 
 
As shown in the text, the Pearson correlation of the binormalized data is centered in a bell 
curve around zero correlation. Because of its decorrelation properties, binormalization 
can be a useful preprocessing step prior to classification and clustering of samples. 
Furthermore, the similarity structure of the KL eigenmodes indicates gene relationships 
that might be further exploited for pathway analysis. 
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